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Reasons to Choose ParkMaestro System

1.Low system costs

It is the cheapest one including all features. There is no extra 

cost for plate recognation and surveilance recordings.

2. Low installation costs

It is the easiest and simplest one in market by using WiFi,

Camera based sensors can be mounted without any 

screws. There is no need for any tool for mounting or 

unmounting of sensors. Only one pair of low voltage AC 

cable is enough for power distribution. POE switches and 

CAT cable required for WiFi Access Points only.



5.Fully automated guidance system

No human intervention is required to verify an empty 
or filled area. This feature increases productivity.

3.Tested and proven in many projects

More than 50 thousand spaces in operation for more than 6 years. 

4.Proven to be 99.9% accurate for empty or 
full spaces.

Parkmaestro’s intelligent software and 
reliable hardware are backed by incredible 
technical support to ensure that your parking 
space numbers and signs are correct



6.Maximizes your Parking space usage

Parkmaestro’s bright space indicators are 
very easy to spot even in the darkest and 
most remote corners of your parking lot.

7.Reduces management and 
operating costs.

Parkmaestro requires low 
maintenance. To manage the 
entire parking lot from computer or 
smart devices will reduce required 
resources.
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8.Can be easily integrated with other systems

Payment systems
Mobile apps
Building management
Fire, gas measurement and alarm systems
Plate recognation driven barrier systems
Existing signage

Where is my car?

9.Increases security and reduces parking space abuse

Parkmaestro offers multifunctional camera sensor 

technology that monitors parking spaces, records

videos and recognizes license plate numbers. High 

definition video recording for each parking space will

reduce conflicts. Becouse of intelligent algoritm of 

recording and transferring video, very low data 

bantwidth is required in network.



10.Fully integrated system

Entire parking lot can be controlled starting from 
entrances up to very remote spaces by camera-based 
sensors, displays, counters, signage and parking 
applications.  They are seamlessly integrated.

11.Real-time statistics and reports improve area management.

Innovative smart parking technology delivers instant reports and 
feedback. 

With Parkmaestro, you can customize your reports to optimize 
your system and serve your customers better.



12. Parking Apps can be customized to your 
specific needs and requirements

The Parkmaestro customizable app guides 
customers quickly to their destination by 
showing which areas and where they are 
located. Parking fees and payment options 
are also shown. 

13.“Where is my car?” 

This question is very easily replied by 
using Kiosks or Parkmaestro's car finder 
app. 



14.POE version is also available

WiFi version is very cost effective solution but if 
customers insist on wired communication, there is a 
POE version for all units.

www.parkmaestro.com
info@parkmaestro.com


